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GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GA mERINGS 
Cheiron Annual Meeting. The program of the annual meeting of Cheiron, the International Society 
for the History of Behavioral and Social Science, held at Indiana University, in Bloomington, 
Indiana, from June 21-24, included several papers relating to the history of anthropology: Susan 
Lanzoni (History of Science, Harvard), offered "A short biography of existence: Ludwig 
Binswanger's existential anthropology"; Nicole Sackley (History, Princeton), "Culture before 
economics: Sociology, anthropology, and the theorization of third world development, 1945-65"; 
Frederic Keck (Universite de Lille III), "Culture and mentality: The integration of German 
Kulturwissenschaften into French positivism by L. Levy-Bruhl"; Andrew Winson (Psychology, 
University of Guelph). "The Boas conspiracy: The history of the behavioral sciences as viewed from 
the extreme right." 
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